NAME OF COLLECTION: James Mark Baldwin Collection of Bookplates

SOURCE: Gift of Mrs. Elizabeth B. Stimson, 1969

SUBJECT: Bookplates

DATES COVERED: 18th C. - early 20th C. NUMBER OF ITEMS: ca. 800

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: ___ Listed: ___ Arranged: ___ Not organized: ___

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: ___ Boxed: ___ Stored: ___

LOCATION: (Library) Collections CALL-NUMBER Baldwin Bookplate Colln.

RESTRICTIONS ON USE

DESCRIPTION:

The collection containing nearly 800 bookplates, includes exemplars of American and English plates of the 18th through early 20th century. The collection was formed by the psychologist James Mark Baldwin and his wife, Helen Hayes Baldwin. Of special interest is a plate done for Dr. Baldwin by the English painter-etcher Charles William Sherborn. The collection contains proofs, prints with remarques on various sizes and types of paper, and correspondence relating to the designing and production of the plate.

SEE ALSO the Alexander M. Welch Bookplate Colln. Description Sheet.